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BOOK OF BEYOND
What can London do to avoid computer chaos
when the clock strikes twelve on the eve of the
year 2000? James Carpenter's book Surviving
the Meltdown offers some likely scenarios and
sound advice. Roger Foss takes heed
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idnight, Friday December 31, 1999. Millennium year's eve parties are in full swing, the Dome at Greenwich is heaving and
'Auld Lang Syne' has never been sung with such gusto across
the length and breadth of London. Then the Millennium Bug bites. As Big
Ben strikes twelve, millions of confused computer micro chips literally
don't know what year it is. Their internal clocks log on to 1900 and most
of London's computer hardware seizes up or works according to the
wrong date. Fiesta Friday turns into Black Saturday. Lights go out, cars
switch themselves off, traffic snarls
up, the tubes and buses go haywire,
hospitals full of Millennium mums in
labour can't cope, you can't phone
New Year's greetings to your
friends and family and the cash
point won't dispense any more
dosh. At home there's no television or radio signals, no heat, gas
or lights. Lifts jam and 'smart'
buildings close down. Over the
extended weekend bank holiday,
panic-stricken people flee the
city, supermarkets run out of
food, and, as treatment plants
fail, shivering bands of
Londoners roam the midwinter
city looking for uncontaminated water, while scavengers
scour the streets to stave off
starvation. Welcome to Y2K,
as the year 2000 bug is
known.
This is, of course, a worst
case Doomsday scenario.
The government has set up
Action 2000, a national
compliance programme
across 25 sectors that
make up the UK infrastructure, and Prime Minister Tony Blair
has reassuringly said there will be "no material disruption
to essential public services due to the Millennium Bug as we go through
the Millennium date change". But will it be all right on the night?
James Carpenter, author of a new book Surviving the Ifeltctawn Staying Alive in 2000 AD, says that social meltdown in London will only
occur if we are complacent. "If you are prepared you can survive anything. It's all about looking beyond the bug."
Carpenter was the first journalist to break the news that Virgin Atlantic
intends to cancel all its flights on New Year's Eve so can claim to know a
thing or two. He believes that the probable outcome for London will be
somewhere between the end of the world as we know it and business as
usual. "We rely on computers so much that we take them for granted. The
ordinary person tends to assume that everything will work because somebody will sort the bug out. The reality is that there are a bunch of people
working terribly hard, but there aren't enough of them. I cannot tell you
what is going to happen. Nobody can."
As a precaution, Carpenter's book suggests practical steps that any
Londoner could take. This includes tips on self-protection, checklists of
items to buy in case you have to batten down the hatches and things to do
well in advance like carrying out a Millennium Bug health check on
domestic equipment.
His main message is "be prepared", not just as an individual immersed
in survival techniques but as part of a kind of Y2K compliant community.
"Wind the clock back to the Second World War. London was more devastated than Belgrade is today, but people pulled together and got out of
the mess. In the post-computer world we've become isolated. We tend to
do our own things in our own bubble and don't co-operate very much.
We have to work together."
Surviving the Keltrbwi - Staying Alive in 2000 AD is published by IIP
pHigh-ing (£4.99). Jamas Carpenter will be giving a talk and signing ccpies
at Bxfe etc, Vhiteleys, Bgyaater, VE en June 3 at 6.30cm. Admssicn free.
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This oi
The Chelsea Flower Show, that curiously
artificial horticultural event mixing garden
design, haute couture and anoraks, is
upon us again. But its promotion of
artifice over environmentally sound
approaches to gardening leaves
Elizabeth Michaelson unimpressed

I

t seems that the impending
millennium has made little
impression on the Royal
Horticultural Society. At the
111th annual Chelsea Flower
Show, the past - in the form
of baroque fantasy - predominates, at least if you give credence to the exhibitors' catalogue. Beyond the RHS
sponsored contest for a millennium garden - the limply titled
Garden of Peace, described as
"an ageless garden for the
future" - there is little mention of
anything beyond the year 2000.
Where looking back isn't being
presented as the way forward,
the fin de siecle spirit is
expressed by escapism.
Opulence gives way simplicity
and a lack of daring. "I think
there is a movement towards
simplicity; a calmer, cooler look,"

explains Janine Wookey, production editor of The English Garden,
condoning a shift emphasising
style over content. "It's the Coco
Chanel approach to gardening:
minimalist chic."
Ms Wookey goes further. "The
trend at the moment is the concept of the garden as an outdoor
room. You buy garden furniture
and paint your trellis to match
your interiors." Tim Richardson,
editor of the just-launched garden magazine, New Eden,
agrees: "The main social trend
generally is to view the garden as
an extension of the house - for
eating, meeting friends, relaxing,
playing and working as well."
But even these fashions won't
necessarily be reflected at
Chelsea. Richardson observes,
"The traditional garden at Chelsea
is very orientated towards the
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dream garden - they're wonderful
visions, oases. It's gloriously artifical in that way. A lot of the gardens at Chelsea are by definition
very grand. Chelsea isn't about
normal people's gardens. They're
jewels or pictures."
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ot that the RHS is
unaware of the
exterior-as-interior
trend. As preshow publicity
notes, "more garden designs reflect the interior of
a home and increasingly use
interior materials to provide the
chosen effect," echoing Wookey
and Richardson. However,
though several show gardens will
approach that issue, the majority
seem to merely incorporate modern elements and materials (aluminum or coloured marbles) to
create more traditional gardens.
The Chelsea Flower Show - held
at the Royal Hospital since 1913 has long been a most social experience. It is, as the exhibition catalogue pronounces, "the first event
of the English social season." Tim
Richardson concurs: "Chelsea is
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Only three show gardens
make any mention of
energy saving...
very much a social event." Exalted
visitors are common, says the
RHS: "Most members of the Royal
Family make a private visit to the
show on the afternoon of the preview day."
Richardson, ex-gardens editor
of Country Life, is au fait with the
Chelsea dress code. For the
uninitiated he points out, "If you
dress up for Chelsea and wear a
smart hat, you're rather naff,
actually. The whole thing about
gardening is people like to wear
their anoraks."
Flower arranging is another
area that has traditionally social
overtones. It has long been the
province of hostesses - Virginia
Woolf's uber socialite Mrs
Dalloway, for instance - and the
flower arrangement competition
was first incorporated into the
show in 1948. Today the floral
marquee hosts new hybrids and
rare flowers. This year Peter
Beale Roses boasts the Raymond
Carver rose, while the
Carnivorous Plants Society is
sponsoring an exhibit, too, so
don't stand too close.
The English have a reputation
for the extravagance of their gar-

21st Century Street) deal with
the millennium and the brave
new gardening world we're
about to arrive in. And only
three show gardens make any
mention of energy saving or
environmentally sound
approaches to gardening.
The Chelsea Flower Show
seems refreshingly (or
worryingly) free of this concern.
Richardson thinks that this
year the RHS is trying to make
"a bit more of a statement, as
it's known for dull design." The
rulebook, which, Richardson
says, was thrown away this
year, might have hampered
creativity: it even specified
height for structures. "[That's
the] 'tasteful, gracious'
approach," he adds.
The Sell-Off, where exhibitors
sell parts of their exhibits is
one of the most eagerly awaited
K events of the Chelsea Flower
8 Show. This year, the Sell-Off
§ begins at 4.30pm rather than
o 5pm on the final day, May 28.

dens. The RHS spends £2 million
on an event which will be viewed
by up to 170,000 people. And the
RHS re-enforces the impression
of the event as a horticultural
Ascot - lobsters, champagne and
ice cream are consumed in large
quantities.

bin Sultan Al Nahyan of the
United Arab Emirates.
The idea of Cool Britannia will
presumably be given a last fling
in the Express Horti-couture
garden, contriving a marriage
of "garden design and haute
couture". A scant two exhibits
(the Daily Telegraph Garden
and Glebe Cottage Garden's
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The Chelsea Flower Show at the
z Royal Hospital, SW3 is open to the
OT public on May 27 from Sam to 8pm
0 (£26 for the day, or £15 after 3.30pm
° and £10 after 5.30pm) and May 28
1 from Sam to 5.30pm (£24 for the day).
Information line 0171 649 1885. Ticket
office 0171 3444343
Far left, top - the 1998 CFS's
Wyevale Garden Centre; bottom the 'exterior-as-interior' trend;
below - a satisfied customer at a
previous CFS; bottom left - a very
English oasis; bottom right blooming marvellous flowers
wherever you look are promised
again this year
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he show gardens
cost anywhere
from £10,000 to
£110,000, according to the RHS.
When Tim
Richardson was at Country Life
they designed a garden for the
magazine's centenary. "The
cost is notorious," says
Richardson.
In keeping with Chelsea's
reputation as the high water
mark of art and artifice in
gardens, this year's designs
include several literary
interpretations. Beatrix Potter
is the inspiration for In Mr
McGregor's Garden. Omar
Khayyam provides the theme
of The Garden of the Book of
Gold, based on a line in the
Rubaiyat and sponsored by
His Highness Sheikh Zayed
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